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	This third edition of the successful outline in linear algebra--which sold more than 400,000 copies in its past two editions--has been thoroughly updated to increase its applicability to the fields in which linear algebra is now essential: computer science, engineering, mathematics, physics, and quantitative analysis. Revised coverage includes new problems relevant to computer science and a revised chapter on linear equations.
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Analysis and Synthesis of Switched Time-Delay Systems: The Average Dwell Time Approach (Studies in Systems, Decision and Control, 146)Springer, 2018

	
		This book, written by experts in the field, is based on the latest research on the analysis and synthesis of switched time-delay systems. It covers the stability, filtering, fault detection and control problems, which are studied using the average dwell time approach. It presents both the continuous-time and discrete-time systems and...
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Belonging: Feeling Loved, Comfortable, and SafeXlibris, 2019

	Personal connections that leave people feeling a sense of being cared about and valued, with a true sense of belonging and being wanted, is something most of us include when listing the kinds of things that lead to feeling happy and fulfilled. Yet many of us don't have the kinds of close relationships that leave us feeling deeply cared about...
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Writing a Report: How to Prepare, Write and Present Really Effective ReportsHow to Books, 2009

	Report writing can be described as a career skill. Not only is it a task that forms part of an increasing number of business jobs, but also it can make a huge difference to how you are perceived and even how well you get on in your career. Today, good communication skills and theability to write effective reports are essential competencies...
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Non-Perturbative RenormalizationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The notion of renormalization is at the core of several spectacular achievements of contemporary physics, and in the last years powerful techniques have been developed allowing to put renormalization on a firm mathematical basis. This book provides a self-consistent and accessible introduction to the sophisticated tools used in the modern theory of...
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Software Engineering and Computer Systems, Part II: Second International Conference ICSECS 2011Springer, 2011

	On behalf of the ICSECS 2011 Program Committee and the Universiti Malaysia
	Pahang in Kuantan, Pahang, Malaysia, we welcome readers to proceedings of
	the Second International Conference on Software Engineering and Computer
	Systems (ICSECS 2011).


	ICSECS 2011 explored new advances in software engineering including software...
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Frommer's Grand Canyon National Park (Park Guides)Frommers, 2010

	On August 17, 2009, newspapers around the United States published photos of the First Family peering over the Grand Canyon’s South Rim, part of a summer trip to the West. They, like so many families who had visited the canyon before and would continue to come in the times ahead, seemed captivated by the magnificence of the sight before...
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